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DALLAS — The sharp 	d Sienni rifle Ads soteided anew over Dealer Pima bete about 7 sari. Sunday, then =timed for lit bars in what bad beeo w 	billed as a re- enactrnent of the assassination of Prodded Kennedy 
ft was a "re-enactment" in the some that two DinamILIf  snaricemen, using the same kind of Ital. rifles and firing from the sixth floor of the rid Tens School Book Depository. fired about * shots into three stacks al sandbag execdy where shots rind Kennedy' motor- 

cade Nov. 23, IWL 	
s 

 
But there the similarities girded. 
The purpose at the shooting was to provide acoustiail data for the Cambridge, Mass., fiF ' of Bolt, Beranek & Newman to analyze. 

rm bas challenged Warren Cbrnmissice cal  
that only three shots were fired onto de 

motorcade from the depository building, saying 
there may have been four or live fired. 

Dallas police spokesman Bob Shaw said be 
was uwertain how long it will be before results 
elf the test Mop are made loatmee. 

; A crowd cif hundreds assembled to watch the 
tests, moot of them news media representatives 

tines Fort Worth, Dallas, Houston, Austin and 
nstional television networics. Some were from 
as fez away as Germany sod Japan. 

' Most oi them were expecting a barrage of 
. rands to be fired as officers died to squeeze off 
shots in a spas of a few seconds, as the Warren 
Commission said Lee Harvey Oswald did in • 

I Misr( the president. And they impeded to be 

Instead. they ended up 	barrirades 
.1kapt boa from the scene.orming  

eftet.dramourad the base the deposittory:Laod 

--7.7t1111•.". 



1p wait for as long as five minutes 
between shots. 

41 thought they'd try b do k 	three 
moods," one youth  aid, walking oft after a 
balf-hotr. 

4 "This is a pad of history,” said Jahn Ruble of 
Crown Point, Pa., who is in Dallas to attend a 

! Veterans -of Foreign Wars canvention. 
; thought more people would come." 

The ones who did come mostly stood in silence 

t
at roods fired from Marmlicher-Carcano rifles 
darlded into the stacks of sandbap. 

flaw said it was a stuck microphone on a 
Dallas julicurisn's radio Nov. Ilk MI, that 

sInarte the tests 
#/bm he 	 recorclinp, Shaw heard 

t mid, he didn't hear much cl interest. 
for k (in -They tell me if you're 

INerting to the recordinp=said, -you 
heap tell there are dianges.-  

Based an those -changes" the Mats 
firm fax I necessary to delve deeper into the 

sitifieLy can determine that more than three • 
shots were fired at the motorcade, it will bring. 
the Warren Commission's conclusion of a lone 
oilman into question. 

To mist the firm, Dallas pace Set up road-
blocks for a wide area mind Deak7 
then set about firing the rifles from the deposit.- 
ry's girth floor. Other shots were fired from a 

v knoll rear the building. And one shot was 
Bred from a ilkaliber revolver, Shaw said. 	• 

Boll, Beranek & Newman employees met up 
rumercus sound monitoring devices along 
Houston and Elm streets and in the areal:  

One daft member from the House Assassin,- 
tiara Committee also attended the tests, aaw  
said. 	 k 
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"The Dallas Times 
Lerald" . f, 
Dallas, Texas 

By Bob Dudley 
Times Nfrold Wotli;-,7410 Burem, 

Sophisticated aozourucal tasting of a 
Dallas pile* tape-reenrding at the scene 
of President Kenn dy's a•samineon 
furnished evidence today of a fourth 
gunshot which may have hen fired at 
the DAIL'S motorcade November V. 
19G3. 

While the analysis of the recording 
was not dearly determined as conclusive 
of a heretofore unknown gunshot. the 
testing by the Carribndge. btassachu-
ants firm of Bolt. Baraneit. and New-
man indicated there was a high prob-
ability of arch an event. 

The furn's chief scientist. James E.  

Barger. told tb. Nouse Select Canunit-
ttw on Asaassinnions that tke scientific 
asstaament• of the tape and a late recon-
struction of the event showed four sig-
nifs:ant impulse , crested by the echoes 
and revert:x.1.moms within Di aley P12211. 

15 it fair to Lay there a evicksice of 
four shots on the rollas pobce caper 
Staff Counsi.4 Gary C.ortswell asked 
Barger after his lengthy and detailed 
preientauon of test results. 

Yrs." Barger answered. "That is a 
possible conclusion." 

The Warren Commission concluded in 
1961 that L.ce Harvey Oswald probably 
fired only three shots at President Ken- 

See I BITLLET.e...BAr..1 
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fitness 	Warren 
---_ • 

ttnguishing the direction frog which 
the bullets were fired just as be did the 
day Kennedy died. 

The area surrounding the old Texas 
School Book Depository building is as 
acoustical freak. &hoes bowies 
around confusingly. 

But Dale said the slots fired from 
the athfloirr window Sunday sounded 
Nuttier-  to those that killed Kennedy 
and wounded Gov. John Connally. 

He noted. however, the changes to 
the neighborhood — new buildings 
sad IS years' growth to the trees. 

After listening to the shooting 	The shooting attracted cmliafer 

Wndiy:Ite said he had difficulty dis:714,1iiiseers to the cordoned-on area 

By KM MFRS 
*Tire Danes Mamas rems. 	, 

Sunday's reenactment of the Ken-
nedy assassination failed to change the 

opinion of at least one matins 
vritnesk 

The preddent of the Dallas Police 
Association, firing range officer Bobby ' 
Joe Dale. 4S, said, 1 agree with the 
Warren Commission' 

Dale, who recalls bearing three 
shots on Nov. 22, 1953, was on a motor-
cycle five vehicles behind the press-
dental Limousine. 

re 
• • 

• 

(Indicate pace. mauve of 
'1,1'00M:wt. mini and state., _ 

"The Dallas"!  
Morning Nev.°  • 
.111.1126, Tcxa3 

• 

Ontrwaisan motorist drove pest one 	At no time did the crowd of viewers 

the sandbag targets on Main after four at Elm and Houston number more than 

shots had been fired. Police rerouted 101 Often newsmen outnumbered 

her. 	 sightseers. 
Police blocked off the test area at 

am An In•yeavold nursing 
student, Tammy 	had been par- 
tying all night with Arthur Zepeda, a 
20.year-old painter, and Miss Laurie 
Mfxrison. I8, a student bartender. We 
just decided to stay up all night and 
come see: Miss Midkiff said. 

Only a few of the thousands attend-
ing the Veterans of Foreign Wars con-
vention showed up to view the test. 

61:00-21%. 	 See OBSERVERS, Page 12/1. 

A traveler who apparently dropped 
off a passing freight train wondered 
within 20 yards et a target before 
police shooed him sway. He seemed 
undisturbed by all the shooting. 

Newsmen on rooftops spotted a cos-
pie lying atop a monument to Dealey 
Plaza, within the restricted area 
Unworried by the proximity of the 
targets, the man and woman appar-
ently wanted a close-up view of the 
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JFK assassination . 
7- 	..• . 	. of Lee Harvey Oswald." Gazzaway. who 	

. 	
- resembles Kennedy, said, "I was on the 	• 	• .- _ 	...- screen about half a minute." - 

A bit player in locally filmed • ".;*". • 
movies, most recently to the 	 • _ .., • TV series. Gazzaway said he refuses to 
ill commercials, not because of his 
Kennedy-like features but because I 
bate commercials' 

A pretty brunette movie amen 
rteean's Run" and "Hooper". Debbie 
Pruitt, 21, said she'd traveled from Las 
Angeles to witness the tests. She said 
she's researching the Kennedy case foe 
a group of California movie maker! 
S.4 not only believes there was a cor 
sfirecy against Kennedy but a conspi:ii 
ecy against the movie makers who are 
panning the Kennedy film. 'A couple 
of people have been hurt." she said, 
explaining that their cars were 'lamp 
ered with." She declined to elaborate 
on the nature of the planned film. 

I can't stand that Kennedy Memorl. 
al," she said. "Looks like they left out 
isnetbing" . 

The monument attracted only a few 
-of thane gathered at the police ban* 
cedes. 	 • 

About SO Dallas policemen took part 
in Sunday's tests. A police spokesman 
said the cost was expected to be about 
52.000. He indicated the city may bill 
the Commute because of overtime pay 
for some officers and a street crew 
made necm.sary by the acoustical 
researchers' delays.  

Police reported that diverted traffic 
was light. Uost disturbed by all the 
gr Are were the pigeons that fluttered 

3' -N. with each shot. 

Continued from Page IL 

One of them. John Hutt. a SO•yeartild 
steelworker from Crown Point, hid, 
mid,. Tye never really accepted the 
ides that Oswald was alone." 

Tony Piccola. SO, a night security 
man at Pint City Bank. said, I always 
telt Oswald acted alone — but with Car 
tro in mind." 

• Piccolo was serving lunch to cos 
Somers at his now defunct Corvalr Res 
taurant when be beard that Kennedy 
had been killed. 'Ora guy just sat look. 

'tug at his beer saying 'Damn it. Damn 
tt,' "be remembered. 

' Piccola curies a photo of Kennedy 
An his wallet. I loved the man." 

Um Geraldine Walker. a S7-year-old 
cab driver. said, "A lot of my fares are 
afraid of this city because of the arras. 
sination. Asians particularly fear 
Dallas.' 

Sbe believes there was a conspiracy 
to kill Kennedy. "I thank Oswald was 
killed to keep him from talking. There 
was a lot he could have told us" 

Dick Seiler. 36. was recording the 
shots on an &channel machine. A sales-
man for Hewlett-Packard. an electron. 
its firm. Soifer said be plans.to do his 
own analysis of the gunfire Wet. 

firs. Cathy Compton. 23-year•old 
wife of police marksman Jerry Comp-
ton. took photos inside the uneir•eoo-
ditioned building while her husband 
blasted away. It was hot as the devil up 
there," she said as she walked out into 
the bright sunlight. 

. One of the onlookers was Data Gann 
way...._*ggarold Mesquite librarian 
who played JFK In ABOTV's "The Tn 
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Police fire rifles, pistol in Dealey Plaza 
• ' 	Sy MC MILLU 
• eThe Daiwa lieratag News ism.. 
Three Dallas police sharpshooters 

spent more than four hours Sunday 
morning reenacting the assassination 
et President John F. Kennedy. induct-
tog firing a pigol from behind the 
rosy knoll where some aviis•sination 
buffs have theorized a second assassin 
may have been hiding. 

The sharpshooters fired M live 
Wands into windbags placed strategi-
cally at four different locations in Da-
ley Plaza where President Kennedy 

`met his death nearly IS years ago 
t The reenactment. conducted at the 
request of the Nouse Amore-intim= 

oCiazantotee, was tape-recorded by the 
firm that analyzed the Ulii•minute gap 
to President Nixon's Watergate tapes 
and included the use of a highly sophis-
ticated recording system. Officials 

. hope the reenactment and compacts= 
with a tape recording made during the 
assassination will help to determine 
how many shots were tired at Kennedy 
Piot 22,1963. 

THE OFFICERS — identified as C.1. 
Metcalf. Jerry Comptom and Toot 
Knighten — fired two 6..Stam Italian-
made blanolichtr Camino rifles. ideo-
tical to the stile believed used by 
accused assassin Lee Ram,/ Oswald, 
and a -*caliber Smith and Wesson 
pistol. 

Neither police. acoustical experts, 
net COUlaUttee members would explain 
the reason for firing the pistol end 
police spokesman Bob Shaw mid police 
Officials were unaware of the commit- 

lee's desire to include the pistol shots 
in the reenactment until a meeting 
held late Saturday afternoon. 

The pistol was fired only from 
behind the grassy knolL 

Only a small crowd of onlookers 
braved the early morning hours to 
watch the police officers fire the rifles 
from both the 6th floor window of the 
Texas School Book De 7osnory Build-
ing. where officials bell eve Oswald was 
perched, and the welAnovrn grassy 
knoll to Dealey Plaza. 

TILE OFFICERS tarots were three 
piles of sandbags stacked at three lour' 
Lions on Elm buret. jug we:a of lions 

Picture, Peg • 12A. 

ton. One of the piles *us moved three 
times to a fourth log-anon on Main 
Street near the triple underpass where 

' a bullet was believed to have ricodise-
ed. 

Sander's recreation, recorded from 
a dozen microphones that were moved 
three tames to different locations dur-
ing the Wt. was conducted by acousti-
cal experts Bolt. BeronA & Newman, of 
Cambridge. Mess. The test will attempt 
to provide further ingeht into a 
recording of the asses. l.nzticm made by 
a Dallas police officer's shortwave 
radio transtn titer Om could dispute 
the Warren Commission's conclustons 
that only three shuts were fired during 
the stasissiwition. 

The firm also recorded the shots 
fired Sunday over a police transmitter 
to Osculate the record' ng made in 1963. 

AN ANALYSIS of the assassination 

• 

•4••••/..gars 

f 	41. • -v.. 

AU3 2 '.1973 
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recording was reportedly presented to 
t1273tlfinittee about three iiiinargt; 
and concluded that four — and possi-
bly five — shots may have been fired at 
the president. Bat James Berger, hes& 
tug the Dallas reenactment for the 
acoustics firm, declined to comment on 
that report or the success of Sunday's 
test. -Barger and his firm's analysis 
would be presented to the committee 
sometime in September. 	 • 

At no time did the sharpshooters 
attempt to fire their weapons in rapid 
succession, inclica!ing that the test was 
not intended to determine how quickly 
a marksman could fire the Italian-mode 
bolt-au-mu rifle. 

While some of the shots fired by 
sharpshooters in Sunday's re-creation 
were less than one minute apart. an 

• came as lung as 17 minutes apart. 	• 
• 

NEITHER OF the two officers who 
shot the Italian rt is were complimen;  
tory of ft. But Jerry Compton said he 
easily could tire three shots into a sta-
tionary target in less than 6 seconds. 
Many proponents of conspiracy duo-
ries involving the smassinntion con-
tend that the weapon suppocedly used 
to kill Kennedy could not have been 
fired quickly enough to account for all 
the shots fired at the presidential 
motorcade. 

Activity for Sunday's recreation 
wtually began at 5 cm., when about SO 
Dallas police tactical officers began 
sealing off Dealey Plaza to both auto 
mobile and pede•truin traffic. The 
actual firing begzn at 7.10 nu and 
ended at 11:26 

. 

• •, • 

. • - 	 • 

• i 
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Mg angles into three sets of sandbags. 
positioned at Lb.- spots en the strut 
where Kennedy was hit Tv:. hv anem 
ia:ones MIAMI/ on WS mitt d at yellow 
tope were moved three /tore-• in order to 
Monad the now from different lecp. 
bone. 

The Fusion arnustaal firm of Bolt. 
&nem & New man. he aeled by Dr. 
James Barger, l expevoll to crompare 
the sound of the 'hub neorded Sunday 
with a Dallas puke tape returding 
made on the day of the a-sairanatioat. 
That tape cantauts a mond the Urns W-
hews might he a fourth 1.1)04 

Aftt-r the partial re-enaeUnent. 
Burger repeatedly refused to answer 
questions about the hilt. 

`Ten sorry. but I really curet soy any-
thing until an the data is analyzed: he 
said. 

Barger wad 11w want'. findings will 
he announced during pul..;•• heannoi 

• 
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shots fired at nfTe 

of 1FIC's asscrissha 
By MARY EISON 
Staff Writer 

Fur five- hours Sunday morning. gun 
she; ry•verhersted throuzh the p.0 in 
Dallas where John F. Kennedy died al-
most 15 ye an ago. as acuteawal experts 

, hired by the Mouse Scion Convnitteu on 
Awn..atations attt•mpted b rwreeite the 
3iuund of bullets Ova killed the presi-
dent on Nov. i. 190. 

• tiring microphones mounted on Wt. 
pods along the Lao two blocki of the 
fatal route• the experts reetureled the 
moire of 56 shuts fired by Dana. polite 
sharpshooters from the sixth-floor win-
dow of the Texas Sehnoi Book Mira& 
torn and the grew-cured knoll row 
the spot where the pratick•ntial motor- 
cade passed that day. 	• 	• 

Three polite moionycks in front of 
the F‘Juk Dupowitory wert• n-eved up 
daring port of ttw uses to simulate a 
portion of the tiatitgruund noise during 
the eroossinauon. 	 hmumung in September. 

the7-27Z-ritas were find from vary, 	 see  Acomnes as Page  I 
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rol.",110  

. .
•"--Grrnd orange barrio dos next to the . 

Book Depositary and the Rands Build-  
big. 

The crowd of about 1011 wait ma k* tip 
anvaranation 	anwitetir phut' s. 

raphtts. tught•sluit taxi drivass. runup 
i-nstars and a large manlier of purr 
runsaity stykers. Many came became 
they maw a craned and wondend what 
wa. hama naw.; ethos* said they head • 
nothing ht tier to do at am. on a Simi-
d.sy. 

Ninen.veyear-old Stem Ile 	tiff . 
llousion. wt., 1.4.11 he.la..d vent the Lan! • 
14 yawns reading et% rything he could;  
rind Aunt the aw.eaanatien. wax, nett. 
alone in espasting a iJightly mune soma, 
tin.J nt-•than lir angered. 
-Id heard they wave gang 	be 

shuntsaig eadavors and have a motor- 
ea de anal everything:* 	s.ad. 'But I 
want to sale it saryway — I gos. we 

1 wit. there "avian 
snarled the aweTielailsat ".. 	' 

Puts.- urionallv Nal planned Ma allow 
awly media I. 	IlliailVt■ is oil Ow ',Ale 
44 the- 	net tat but lona ',I. lied 

ta. Vie pride 	116. vat i. 
Mg %leo xi/ 11111.111. 

the'5101Mriest were fired in rapid saw 
'closott. Several minutes eLicemd be-
lawn oath of tow :16 repots 

Mud why no rapid diuts wort- find. 
Curnwell said. -We thought a ;wag time 
about it and &tided to du it LIN: way war 

Shaw mid the marksmen had pruc-
Med with the Mit% hehare the testa. but 
never had tried 	dupla ate the three 
Rapid slams heard .4 the tap.. 
-1 doubt very serisously that tiwy 

atuuki du it." Shaw said. 
. 	invyn-rivn.in so a/teak:Al team tw- 
ig:on is lung up eiimpnvin at the inter-
owt•taun our littea• ..lid nu. &nit% 
ablaut Sall a.m.. eueenng the pavement 
with mirvihourns and hundreds ol tact 
ul toed fading Si. a U-Haul trader Idled 
with nemitsee and t tapenssw ilttuonic 
11•40417/. 

At the 'lame tbr.e. Mun• than 10n in. 
1.1.4114- and ILe•..61.1 iris.. t. taMU r. 

set up their mu als.ading asi.1 u.•nrin 
411/11npnblin ion the Twain'''. TO the lbw. 

11. ..1w 41 7.11111ills.ol and 
the ilyJit 161;111-. 14'h is • AN 	1 Is 
p,114.11 	bed SI,. 	 trim lit WI 
Ito .11411.N.  with 	 %INF 14...l •■■••••••■•••■••• 

' 
•••••:-.7  

all expenses incurred in 11k-r-rX 
Unpin al masa were expert/al to be about 
11.800. but Shaw estimated the onal 
wuuld run slightly more than 02.0U0 be. 
causcof the time overrun. 

Police originally had been told only 
Mks would be used in the ma. but due. 

. big a meeting with police Saturday - afternoon. staff nanniars requested that 
a sharpshooter also fire a 28-caliber 
snub-roused revolver from behind a 
filer on thr grassy knoll. 

The ausustaal tram and staff mem-
bers refused to slay why the revolver 
was nuuested. The gun iv the same 
tvpt. Oswald lard to kill officer J. D. 
Tippot on the day of the aisisunatann 

The throw sharp.bauter.. deurilx.1 by 
Deputy Riser Chat John Dnaoll as -the Iasi weer got.' hit the small or-
imge targets on the sandhags with all 56 
shuts. 

With the sharp.huoters was Patrol. 
man Iliblry .141e Dale. ulna 15 years ago 
rude in the president's mosurcytie 
tort. 	• 

Tapts indicate that three shuts were 
and in less than sui Kaunas tin 	day 

al the amansinattun. but nu iriuM-41=ag 

- 
C.mitiased from Page Oar --rr 

The gunfire be 	at 7:10 a.m. and 
ended at noon. about two and a half 
boors low than expmed. 

••: ' ••We got a lot of our microphone cords 
tangled.' Barger asicL 

. The re-mantissa was watched by 
' four committee staff members. including 
deputy chief counsel Gary Cornwell. re- 
searcher Margo Jones and invtattgatcws 

• M Maxwell and Jack Moriarty. Two 
Secret Service agents. two membeis of 
the Dallas County Historical Society and 
Wags County Public Works Armor C. 
Judson Shook also were on the sixth 
fluor of the book depository at various 
Units. • 

No convoittee members were present. 
Policy sharpshooters Jerry Compton 

and C.L. Jamul( tired d.3 mm Man-
beher Careen rifles. similar to lael• Har-
Cry Oswald's. into the two.foot tall tar-
gets made of sax bound sandbags. " 

The department already had one of 
the Itaban-mak• guns: another was pur-
mato especially toe the fast from a lo-
cal gun dealer :or 369. said poise 
spckemian Sub Shaw. 
ate tit) -wild be it :rnbursed 

ma (e-  s 	-s• 
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- So-rinds of darkest hour 
ring out again in Dallas 
By ROBERT T. GARRETT 

• Staff Writer 
They stole into DelLei tenetiy. la the 

, dead of night. and slippeclailently away 
as the sconheng  August sun clue id in 
the =May sky. 

Whin the city where Camelot died 1$ 
years ago finally stirred to We Sunday. 
the only nissc kit at Maley Plaza was 
the low humming  of sane r-rwiepers 
that it-tusked sway the debris strewn 

:area* the Fravement on which Junn F. 
1Cennedy was lulkd. 

As all but 100 or so ci its cit.., rt. 
turned a deaf ear. 11.11as rr-enat wit the 
sounds of its darkest huur in the Lava 
effort by the Hume &lett Cumnatur 
on Aroassinations to untangk the mur-
der of the pnmedent. 

For five hours. die conwessinnal pin- 
es 	'radon and a learn of avotectas  

'spurts orchestrated a slow drum roll ci 
Sb gunshots. craft striking  sand bap and • 
echoing  into a ;km eytkrophorps spa. 
lid :dung  the pit Kennedy's nurtures& 
trivekd at acprrrzirr.av-ty 	p m on 
Nue. 72. 110)3. 

ralk•e it a flt.014ectintAuget test 
a an old poem of i•hvgaisil eirsek•nte that 
the Warm's Commission coikcted — • 
tape niording  at the fatal shots as nit-
isterect un dn• jtanrnotl receiver of a sin- 
lure!" le of 	poise- radio. 
• Pei in every dim-Lion that otirervers 

is, :fop; and as., platforms turned 
are 	i ..miaor avail nor Weaned larger 

*.• 	the contusing exercise under way 
los • 

alfinsnagradi Kennedy MUIVINIL 
wymbui el how a wined. lxvionse a prof-
0.1,3•• industry; stir Kennedy Memorial. 

%re tea an Page $ 
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A pillistotiteernic experts 	red 
by the ccennilttee reviewed the original 
autopsy mcords of the president's 
wounds and determined two distinct 
armhole — fired frorn the raw — 
struck and killed Kennedy. Diem was 
no evidence. the pure( found. of any 
gunfire from the front of the motorcade 
as repestedly smarted by tree-lenne se. ination bevestiptors. 

The ao-adied -single butler theory. 
the Warren Commission's conclusion 

one gunshot hit both Kennedy and 
. John Connally, she was bobwred 

by advent/iv inelysi• 
Forensic pathologists photograpide 

airports and even engineers hired by the 
aommitten to analyse the crucial angle-, 
bullet simertion all testified tt wag net 
only possible but probable that aver  
high-powered rtfle slug. fired from the 
sixth floor window of the Depository 
building, struck Kennedy and Connally. 

The conclusion that one shot hit both 
nsen has been vigorously attacked by 
Warren Commission critics. who data 
since one bullet could not have inflicted 
She wounds both men guttered. another 

ullet — find by a :mid gunmen — 
had to have been involved. 

And In • remarkable tracing of the 
trajectory of the billets. reconstructed 
through a scientific analysis of the bid- 
let wounds in Kennedy and Connally. 
NASA engineer Tan Canning told the 
nemenittee the posh of the shots led di. 
nctly beck to the area of the Demi-
key's sixth flow, where the Warren 

mmiswion mid Oswald's mire's perch 
was loaned. 

Perhaps as much as the discovery of 
new eirldenor or the re-verification of 
the eldJusarever, the commitirasuan• 

dirp-bnesg, was to resent the assambisuarEIWIS 
the pubba, ht the words of one top staff naseribw. 
"almost as a trial." By dramatizing the tarts of the 
awe the panel hoped to furnish a coherent version if 
the evidence from which the pubhe might draw IN 
own conclusions. 

In preparing a surrogate bearing for Oarweld, 
/AO MO killed before going to trial for Kennedy's 
onurder. the committee appears to have at haw peel 
felony succeeded. clearing up suspicions even the War 
Asa Commission's supporters have harbored. 

But when the panel finally Its down to semi • 
perhaps the mow enigmatic aspect of the aseassinationf 
are, It win probably voice the some frustration se 
Oawald's widow. Marina. when she was asked to 
speculate on why the president was killed. 

"It's very hard for me to comprehend," add the 
person who knew Oswald better than anyone. "The 
whole thing is so Irrational, how do you find any 
rational explanation for le-  • 

• ■••• N••■• ••••••■• ,••••••••■ •••■•■ • •••■••■■•• • • • P. 	 Ma, ewfl Alow 	 • 	..T. pr.= • ,••••• •■■• 	-.7.: • -- — ..■••• •••••■•••• ••••■• ••• - -••• • * -• - 
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Kennedy Assassination: in Dallas.  
By Nana Smith 	. 	 7.11noet an hoer after daybreak, i 	• _ . 

seertas a •rte womareeme rue 	 policeman revved up his motorcycle 
to instate the traffic noise during 
the assassination. and the first shot 

• was tired from the depository window 
into am of four piles of amdbegs 
placed along the parade route. The 
shots reverberated in a eiockwies 
echo, against the Dallas Coutei me-

-ord. building to the left, and ermuld 
; 4bepoet office straight ahead. 	. 
.. As the shots rang out..many Is the 

crowd seemed to shudder, earded. 

r--- 
-urn. etn. 

Meat 	 

Leheretety 
Lapel Core. 
Plan. & !esp. 
Rec. Meat. 
Tech. Servs. 
Treble. 

PACs Ails. Off. — 
Telephoto Rs. — 
Director's Seep 

DALLAS—Shots rang out at the - 
John 	Zennedy assassination sate 
Yesterday morning as experts sew 
ducted a sophisticated test to deter 
mine how many shots were fired at 
the presidential motorcade as Sec 22, 
eat 

The acoustical experts, called  In by 
the House Assassinations Committee 
sod employed by the same eonspew 
that investigated the 11%ininuto 
Watergate tape gap, declined to ass& 
Ilene an the results of their test ham 
The firm, Bolt. Veranek and Newman 
of 3fassachusetts, is expected to peer 
alt Its findings to the Hones Mal 
aisa month. 

It took more than four hours far 
three Dallas Police Department slem 
shooters to fire id rounds of live am. 
amid= into sandbags stratedicalb' 
plated along the motorcade route. 

The police offices fired two Italian. 
made Man:dither Careens rtfles, idea. 
steal to the one believed used by Lee 
Harvey Oswald. who wu named by 
the Warren Commission u Kettnedrs 
lone assesdn. The officers fired from 
the sixth floor of the Texas School-
book Depository building. from the • 
window where Oswald reportedly 
fired three shots at Kennedy. 

Shots also were fired from a grassy 
boll near the building with a .311,01. • 
Smith and Wesson revolver. The pis. 
tel was fired from behind the knoll, 
where some experts say a second sr 
suds fired a fourth shot. Patrolman 
Tom Knight. who fired the revolver 
yesterday, would not comment on the 
reasons for Us use. But it has been re. 
ported that the Jack Ruby pistol, de. 
livered to the House panel last week, 
also was a ig•eaL revolver. (Os Nov. 

2113, ROY shot and fatally 
wounded Oswald.) 	• 

Yesterday's tests were recorded W 
more than 30 microphones and the 
recordings were to be compared 
against a Dallas police tape recording 
of the original gunfire that seemed to 
indicate a fourth shot. 

Tine testing attracted some 200 spew 
triton, about half of them from the 
news media. They started gathering 
around police barricades at about 5.30 
am. to watch the testing crewmen set 
cap their tripod-held mfroph 

A number of oat-of-town bystanders 
Interviewed yesterday . seemed to 
think she reenactment was worth. 
while, but to the few local spectators 
it was an imseccessary resurrection of 
a tragic incident that Dallas, still 
smarting from the brand "City of 
Bate," would prefer to forget. 

Cab driver Geraldine Walker. who 
stood behind the barricades starting 
at dawn, put it this way: 

"I bear a lot of negative attitudes 
toward Dallas from the people in my 
cab. They remember the way Adlal 
Stevenson was treated and they re-
member bow Richardson (a Dallas 
suburb) had a hate campaign. I have 
people in my cab from all over the 
world. and this is the main thing they 
want to we." 

"What's the purpose of it? I dolt 
snderstand It," said Mary ideCord of 
the reenactment. "It happened lg 
years ago and people are still crying 
ever It." 	• . 
: Bat speitifori from other areas 
mid the reenactment wu worthwhile. 
"This should have been done a long 
time before." said John Ruft, who 
came from Indiana for a Veterans ef 
Foreign Wars convention here. Rick 
Bennett of Framingham, We, said ; 
be lust wanted to come down to I 
make axe they did what they said 
they were going to do, or whether ft 
was all a farce." 

Even a non-Inglish.epealdng Vets. 
=elan military officer who was tour. 
tag the John F. Kennedy Museum yes. 
tardily morning with his family 
agreed that restaging wu valuable. 
"ft is very Important for us to know 
what happened." Lt. Col. Joseph Al-
Taros said in Spanish. "This act is Im. 
portant." 

But no conclusions were announne4 
and most spectators left bewildered. 
As the only patrolman at the scene 
who witnessed the assusination 11 
years ago said, "I don't know what 

.they can prove. We still *St as am 
fusing now as it was them` 

?gess ci,r7 .-16,,,46 
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Panel fails -to hal.t_ri 

suspiciqns about.;;JFK 
Undicate Fate. name of 
neweptiecr. city and state./ 

••• 
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• .9 . . 
ey..801.121JDNEY 	 ■-einissission's 1963-64 findings. 
fries Herold Washington Bureau 	But even though the panel's final ',- 

WASHINGTON — if the latest offi- port on the Dallas slaying has yet to be 
nal inquiry into the Nov. 22. 1063, as drafted. it is clear that the ambition has 
usesination of President Kennedy could failed. Despite the expenditure of thou 
be given a title. -Inherit the Wuid-  sands of hours and millions of dollard. 

I

might well suffice. 	 the torch of controversy long ousted by 
As its evidentiary hearings dosed last the Warren panel seems merely to have 

ale* in a final flurry of opaque core beers passed eking to the cianmittee 7; 
weary explorations, the House Select rather than exunguished. 

. Cammittue on Amaiinauons finally 	The new inquiry has been able to . 
ended the probe optimistically =coved clear up some nagging questions. and 
two years ago as the vehicle that would the basic conclusions reached by the 

: dispel thearopcton left by the Warren -tenrcesion — that Lee Harvey Oswald - _ 

- 	• - was 174401,'s lone masein ant-Mt"'"time. • Ftfall from which thedi erdieen Jack Ruby killed Oswald — have been, Conuresision has yet to  escape.  Judge  if anythuig,. strongly bolstered by new Burt Griffin al Cleveland. a young staff 'Menet that the panel has uncovered. ceunsel when the panel Issued its report 
1 But in confronting the mope teaks of M 1964. aantned up the committee's fu-
Btu ' 	ling Oswald's mauve and diaprov- tore in a bleak prophecy as the peahens the Fusibility of undetected conspir- final witnea. 	 I the committee has found no answers 'Veep ileac concern about the Mas-
sed — like the cornmission — has situation d President Kennedy will not learned they probably never will. 	end in the lifetime of anyone in this In addition. the committee has on its room" Griffin warned, adding. 'Tau 
awes rated a number of questions about will soon become the target of dime 
Kennedy's examination without offer- who attased the Warren Commission. ra.adeituate  explanations at the.easesi-4to matter what conclusions_Vpu fipally 

• • 0/ 	• 

Mae 0••••■•■14 

• Mali If* parnhuttee's disclosures dur-
ing the Wraith of September the one 
meat likely to be wind upon is its pre-
lentation of "aCousucer evidence that 

Lour shots -- rattier than three — Weft 
ind at the presick•nual metonede as it 

d through Dcaley Plaza nearly 13 
years ago. 

The Warren Cornmission's finding 
that Oswald fired only three rounds 
from the Texas Scheel Runk Depiretory 
la crucuil. bet/lure the tune received to 

AWL-end aim his Mennbchirr-Comeg., 	let a:mm.11TE ensZe 24 

ifile-aeadd not permit aiourtll 
and evidence of additional gunfire 
would indicate more than one assaults 
was involved. 

Although the analysis of a Dallas po-
lite tape recording of the shooting re 
quince preferred by Holt. Barank it 
Newman. a Raton consulting firm.; 
found four •Impulies" resembling gun.. 
fire, the specialists seemed to openly" 
bailie away tram the aseertion under lc. . 
Witte ogarnus4Uon by committee Met••• 
bees. 
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. Acoustical averts mid Tharedley 
*ay have pawnor prod lour mhos 
*ere Bred at President John P. Kew 
*linty the day be was assessinated sod 
Oa the third shot came tram the 
saw %sok sad not from the Teem 

Book Depository.  . 	„- 
The evidence was developed by =College professors Mart R. 

led Ernest Aschkanaly from a 
lima-cacarding of tae shots pickaiLnp 

• 

ant 
.0, :6. 4, • 

• s47 • v-r 

41111
t the sines amt fro4a 

11. School Book Depository. 

The new audio report runs donster 
•-ao findings of the committee's wolf, 
:which hired the Doh firm. it she car 
trios with an acoustical study not yet 
presented to the committee sod ft 
doesn't aweless with autopsy and files 

The 	his not 	committee It; 
members the acoustical report by 
Anthony Pelham°, wan cocoa& no 
sham!. beard on the 	• 

Pellicano. MGM°, and a motor-
cycle microphone that supposedly 
recorded the shot impulses was two 
miles away at heinmons Freeway and 
hodustrial Boulevard and therefore out 
of seasonal range. The Cambridge 
report placed to unidentified mobarcp. 
de in Deak7 Plans as pert of the motor- 

V' • 

Miami bed rushed his report by 
phme in time for presentation to the 
commitsse this week — requested by 
▪ staff member — but was told Them 
de444tltot be 160,110 MUMMA 

4•■••••‘...• • ' 	101".•""i 
until Dec. le at the emergency 

onion. 	. 
.• - Autopsy photographs show the beck 
of Kennedy, heed was intact, which Is 
inconveent with a shot from the 
grassy kuall striking his head in the 
right treat ; • 	- 

government photos, however. 
conflict with statemeats by moo of the 

'lady at Parkland Memorial Hospital. 
medical staff members artanmeg  Raw 

They data a large portion of the beck 
of his bead wee blown away. 

• Pfes-web,+.  
See JIM 

• 
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.,,,y a Dells officer's mike Nov. 2Z 11143. 
was sapported by experts st the firm 

of Ihtit. Beranek and Newman. of 
bridge,Wees. 

1

, The evidence provided the House 
Ammainatioos Committee with star-
ging new information and threw is 

' Baal days bee chaos. The pond is to 
• distend Dec. IL 
i: Canualitee diet said en enserpncy 
Loeb& session le scheduled Dec. 29. and 

the smoke experts will be called to 
testify about the new informatics. 

Win  evidence appeogjp_gt 
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psis the Warren Commission's fin& 
hags, which sold Las Harvey Oswald 
;acted door In Ming Kennedy and 
., that there were three shots- The art' 

 deuce also Lads aces .crdessce p 
"boat 60 witnesses. 	..A., ;, 	, 

, Virtually !pixie* the liaiTs; 
:Comoissios in IOS3, the witnesses said 
4they bad reason b believe one or more 
,'boos came free the knoll arse le the 
gight sod host of the, prtaidorial 
'motorcade on Elm Street L . . 	' ' 

- The COMilliallOS settled for the eto-

OWILS2090.YAMPer  TiskeekliBef 

n_ 

•■•••• 	 ..••••,....Wiromme,prir...7.,...... • sob •••■• ■••• • 



!naLbthihd ain° Fh°M.lia 
lip 

 
as the knoll, he rid he 'far ad 

 leQ  

r--1 had Jot gotten out tir tosicirsishmili itrsold 
, mid. la my mind live ammantion was being Sad It 
' was being fired over my had. And 1 bit this dirt* •  • 

; 
••••, 

AND ARN011) 	lead four °dist people, inc1t4-  
in two Danes policemen who ran up near Oa book 
depository shortly attar the shooting, said they net 
men who either showed identification as Sara Sr. 
vice agents or said they were agents. 	• 
• ' Ammar photographer &grader, who waddle" 
been sanding a few fast r tbs left of Arnold ea a 
pergola, at first said he thought one did scams from 
he beck at me." He said les could not be patties 
however, basses `there was too much reverberation. 

- • 

• tram Pap UL kaP  • 	 1. 116*,‘  

Other °plaices at ail d•  would in/Gala Mire 
three shots awe Arid Dr. Robert Ohm*, tor• 
Into operant me aff...loka Connallrs chid 
be was mmandid while riding in Rsonsirs 

has said he doss not believe Connally Pm 
by a bullet that first Ors& thazieldentom 

Nkomo Commission concluded.' 	* • - 
• Shaw said the bullet that lilt 'Olean* 'Sim ad 

with the appall:mica at the bullet that ems 
an the governors straidisr" waded had alp 

two of 161 grains main 	.. • • 
The single-bullet diary step has bass dispalad by 

emus highway petroleum guarding Connally') hospi-
tals and by the saparriar Of the operating room 
Parkland. Both have aid they Dandled metallic 

r.i.portadly To from Cc nnally's wounds 
the fragments for &weeded the two grains amp 

I 

Wang from the bullet - • 	 • 

• 

14• •:••• 11;41.016.5 ;111:;V'f..lik.0.0.0.411fr2/  

t 

-e r 
...al  . • or.1610  

•• ■ Net. 	r 	• ••dr 	. 

Maw the petroleum, Chaska W. Harbison: for 
arm Audrey N. Hell. were called to testify before 
Werra Cosuniesion or before a. House Assad-

Caesium staff. 
' The new and report's cog:stand= that the third 
four shots came from the knoll does not correlate 

the short broad movement of Remedy's head 
violent backward snap olio j 

• Ihtwahem Zaprodor • 11111-:'—ieotal 'Paigaidoap! 

TIC LFRUDER turn indicates the first hit cams 
grow behind. pushing lannady's heed forward 
'ilightly before a mead shot from the right front 
ebsrply reversed the bad movement to the rear, W-

hoa said Ths Cambridge firm boa Oa knoll shot hit-
ths had first and the shot from behind closely 

it. ha add. nal, 	- 	 . • A. 	4' 
Litton said he is -suspicions that there is only case 

the Moir because ?origami doctors gear-
Lally  oonsiderred the wound oar the front of the neck as 
jibs =tram 

isow
in the investipdos the committee's staff semi' 

reduced the number ci winsome se the knoll 
di to seven. and they did not Include Gorda I. 

of Dallas. Las Anat. Arnold mid amen ides 
himself as a Secret Service agent discouraged 

piles from walking behind wooden face atop the ruT a • face, In light of the naw acoustical evidence, 
being nomisidered sa a possible second sniper's 

shortly before the shooting started. 

east 

• , 	. 
."1 definitely saw the puff of smoke and beard 

from under these tress," Holland std. 	- • 
HOLLAND SAID he immediately ran behind the 

fence, where he spotted a 'titian wages with mud on 
the bumper "as if.  'meow had cleaned his foot, or - 
stood up an the bumper to sale over the fats" . 

Between the station wagon and the lanes Rolland 
saw as spot, I'd say 3 foot by 2 foot ... like somebody 
had been sanding there for a long period I paw if 
you could count them. (there were) about 100 foot 
tracks in that little spot and also and by on Ma 
bumper of that station wagon." • 

The Rouse Asusatnations Committee, without 
orplenation, eliminated Holland from the more the 
60 witnesses, along with 10 other railroad employees,' 
on the overpass who either beard glom coining feat 
the knoll or saw smoke in the arm • 	 sg- 

Mace; the seven witnesses the committee meld-
ed, two were on the knoll and probably were Mr. and 
Mrs. William Newman. They were standing directly fa ^-• 
front of the Concrete wall at the pergola on the knoll 
and war the curb adjaent to the praddentlal 

• i• 	• • 	41! 
. 	• 	• 	 "- 

WI AN AFFIDAVIT filed with the sheriff's deist* 
want the day or the assassination, Newman mid he' 
was looking directly at Rana* when the peskiest 
w 	in the olds or the head." 	„,,,.•■•••■„4, • • 	- 	- 	. • t 	 • 

rts 	David Laos 	 • 

• 

TIM MAN WHO 'bowed Arnold Secret Service 
credentials had to be an imposter because reports 
showed none of the 21 agents in Dallas were on foot in 

,,,Dealay Plaza immediately before or attar the shoos-
fas.  

-- 	Whim Arnold was stopped behind die fence, ha 
the man's authority. The man "showed me 

bad e and aid he was with the Secret Sew 
2 WNW 1010007 Y tbire..-AnWS4 NIL 

There was an echo which pre ma a sand dl oar' • 
Sam Holland, railroad signal supervisor for the 

union Terminal, said be was standing on the asepsis' 
above Elsa Street when be beard a dot and saw 'la 

I vpsaff of smoke" some from the area ot the 

• • 	• 

. 	 ..wo• 

• 
. 	 • . • • 
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tvidekice `cTaims s Xi_r44 atJ,FK 

F0.1b0 Mee. 10-19-77) 

Allain. RAM. • 
Mew evidence indknos that bur Mote 
way fired. from two directions. at 
President John P. Kennedy when he 
was murdered in Dallas 15 Yens alp. 
two ambers al the Sawn aseselitie-
VOW 06unit:tat mid Wednesday. 

The Warren Commission found that 
arty three shots were fired. all hem the 
Texas School Book Den:lottery. It also 
manse:led that Le Harm Oswald act-
ed alone in killing Kennedy. 

Sep Harold Sawyer. 11.-Mich., mid 
the evidence shows "Unwed a ressots-
thin doubt' that one of the shots came 
from the so-caned greasy knoll rather • 
than the book depository. 

Bap. Christopher Dodd. D-Coon., aatd 
Hartford Wednesday night that the 

rase-madence rulers sericese_wmaps 
about the possibility that a second gun- 

liqinnecip paled In the asessetasa,....,, 
Sawyer said the disclosure came from 

two acoustical experts testifying Mon-
day night &obis an executive melon at 
the ameminstions cornmittee. 

They concluded that them wale four 
shots. the third at which was fired from 
the greasy ball." Sawyer reported. He 
mid the experts testified there was a 95 
Oar cent probability four shots were 

'tired at Kennedy on Nov. 1961 
• Sawyer mid he cisme rece11 the 
• names of the two who provided the new 

evidence but be stremed they ate ex-
perts in the held of acoustics. 

don't know at airy reams not to 
accept it," Sawyer mid about the new 
evidence. But he added the disclosure 
"leaves me entirely up in the air" about 
who ldlled Kennedy. 

In Wadtington. • ccennsittees• 

—11 ,slew trotad be 
tie maw. • 

A knowledgeads source said 
'think Mr. Sawyer would pi on 
dio and lie."  

Officials in the office of Bap. 
Stokes. D-Ohict, the amassirsations 

;* siitteo chairman. also would not 
merit on Sawyer's matt 

The new evidence came tram 
Beeman of the earlier analysis" 

' tape recording made during the 
dy messenstion of die sound 
has a motorcycle police officer's 
The officer's radio transmitter was' 
on for about MI minutes, including 
period when Kennedy was shot. 
 Sawyer described the technique 
as one which allowed the experts to 
•  

fine sounds on the tape "down to a v 
narrow window" so they could 
tiny details, such as building echoes. 

Dr. James t Barger, an acoustics 
pert who testified at a public 
the committee Sept. 11. had mid 
waskceLthe tap. showed a 

.biBty there were four shots, with 

fkusubcgrassY 
Sawyer said Barger studied the room 

t' 
 and work Cl the other two everts 
and agreed with their gonclusiret that 
four shots were Bred. "Barger was 
there and he was totally in concur- 

; tenon," Sawyer added 
I Sawyer mid "I'm probably in hot wa-

ter an the whole thing" by disclosing 
• testimony from an executive maim  

But he added. "the information is going 
• to be made public anyway. It's not any- 
. thing top secret." 
' 'The information emerged while Saw-

yer was appearing an a talk show at a 
Grand Rapids radio stadon. The can- 

- greeernan mid he had no ides the' pro-
gram would focus upon the Kennedy 
assaasinetion. but • college erotism 
questioned him closely on the trotter. 

ir 'There was no way I could answer 
them without getting into Ibis." Sawyer 
said about the professor's questions. 

Asked what will happen be 	of 
she new evidence. Sawyer mid he It un-

conmittmes lemetjump 
Posed to be completed by Dec. 31. 
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,(or OK. film analysis 

isper

•-■....ayrAsi.cou 
The Bosse Ammesinations 021111alt-

decided Toseday to seat funding 
a computer analysis of the Charles 

Bronson film that may show two per-
ilous la the socalled amassin's window 
ef the Texas Schoolbook Depository 
minutes before President John PAM-
aedy was assessinsted. 

The decision for a scientific meal-
%Clan of the film coincides with new 
acoustical evidence at a possible con. 

op.i#,#)  ."Igmausu 

request for a special prosecutor to con-
tines the investigation after the 
pencil term expires this month. 

„ The new acoustical evidence came 
'from a Cambridge. M. firm. The 
%rut told the committee last September 

goer shots probably could be distin-
guished from impulses on a Dallas 
police radio tape recording made dur-
ing the shooting in Darnley Pies on 
Nov. 22.196 

4141.irm of Bolt. BeraneLJUissr-
wen has presented the committee with 

a more detailed analysis. which further 
strengthens the possibility of a fourth 
shot that would not have come from 
the direction of the book depository 
behind the president, The News has 

, learned. 
Committee spokesmen said they 

could not comment about the dosed 
hearings, which were Monday and 
Tuesday. 

The Cambridge firm's Latest find-
, hogs further chellenge the Warren 
CageLeeton's 1%4 conclusiogAgLide 

• .""'"1"°. 
Harvey Oswald, acting alone, amassi- 

, sated Kennedy by firing three shots 
' from a rifle on the sixth floor of the 

depository, striking the president 
twice. 

• Dr. hues Barger, chief scientist 
IF rids the Cambridge group, told the 
II committee his firm has refined its anal- 

ysis of the third of four shots suppos- 
edly heard on the police tape. The 

1,recording was male when a police 
7 Motorcycle transmitter button was left 

ogre for five  minutes in Maley Plata. 

The first has measured the velocity 
and distance of the third shot's sound 
waves and determined that it =De 
from a rifle — not a pistol as previously 
thought — and traveled at a distance 
equal from the wooden fence atop the 
grassy knoll in Dailey Plaza to the pro-
Mennel limousine. sources 
• The timing would have had the slug 
'striking the president's heed at about 
the same time he was hit in the head 

!from behind by another shot. 
Scientific overtime not existing in 

• - 
• 

.1;237.-ilna ad the Cambridge firm to fot• 
low the bullet's path from the sound cis 
A tape recording after the missile kit 
the gun's muzzle. The Abrahaii 
Zsproder files, which showed the pre* 
dent's bead being slammed back vio. 
,featly on impact of a bullet or belles, 

' was used to precisely time when tilt 
third of four shots was fired and thp 

.spot the limousine was on Elm Street. 
The developments in the 2-year-old 

,investigation occurred as.camenistais 

1 	 lee IFX.FILA as Page 7f. 

• 



w"-FK film 
tree 	 " 

biers met to reVieff 
that may Iatarsdae wbatbas • 

Jonspiraey misted. 	. 
„The presentadon was so P aft: 	 ersesehv 

committee staff members have 
the appointment of a special • 

to matinee the tuvertip• 
after the committee disbands at 

:the rod of the month. The promcntor 
:mould conduct the probe ander the 
;sepias a( the Di Juries Depart- 
inent..1101111:411 mid. • .. 	- 

libtperts to mediae and beilistics 
have been asked to determine 

the new evidence could.  be 
with theblindiap • . 

ti additile, the • coonainaa has 
;decided to find oat *at, enything. 
the Bronson film shows in the 6th-apor 
%window of the depositary banding 
'about sin minutes before the assassin& 

s. 
76a-laus has Interviewed several 

who said they saw two people 

6 • 

f 	t 	• 	, 	 : 
in The depoettori window abait 
fine the Broom Ma was taken, One 
wham& an Inmate to the county la • 
said other poisoners am a parr of me* 
with a rifle to the depository. The psia. 
soars were in a nth-floor cell across the 
street from ape depository, the vb. . 
newel said. , 	. 

Tbe committee definitely regards 
the film as significant and worthy ot 
further analyelk" mid Jane Downey. a 
committee staff counsel. We are 
trying to find some means of financing 
a computer analysis for 11; , • . 

The committee has spent an of more 
than 15 million allotted it by congress 
for two years of investigation. It sir - 
'looking everywhere we can but so far 
we haven't come up with anything" 
finance the computer processing of the 
ma. Mrs. Downey said. • 

"As you know, we just don't have the 
money so we are looking for outside 
solaces of funding." she mid. "But we 
are not going to give up. We are going_ 

• 

fl)keil trYtile 13 1*". , 
l'be colt re 

.
poser meow of 

se 92 frames that they the window 
"probably In the area" of )31,000, Sirs 
Downey said 	• • • 

The film we discovered last swath 
by The News after a previously chid-
fled PSI memo indicated is atisasoca. 
An PB1 agent viewed the film three 
days after the semosination and mid be 
could not see the depository building 
an any frames. 

The sum film was then 'vaunted to 
Btesnolt, who lived is Dallas at the 
time. He kept it for home soy= nee 
until the depository window scene so 
detected at a showing in his home la 
Ada. OWL, last month.  

Another sconatical analysis of the 
police tape that did not pick up the 
sound of shoe also was presented to 
the committee this week. 	•• 

Anthony Pellicano, whose Chicago 
firm made the analysis free of charge 
— the Cambridge firm billede 

called significaniC. • . 	 t • • • * 

c. 	
add — 	Tuesday a 

member 	committees staff "bad 

ajO■MIPtteeberaboutof  - 

seen my report and they (the commit-
. tee) me pleased ... They will not be 

able to me me this week but will after 
the first of the year." 

Pellicano, who Joys the open 
transmitter was two miles away from 
Maley Plaza and therefore was out of 

' acoustical range, scoffed at reports al :14)caaliggs from the Cambriiigetima. 
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Experts Track Mystery JFK Bullet 
• . 	Ita. 

key — 

Dy George Lordner Jr. 
wagerers no NW Vera 

New Wend& teats for the House 
Assassinations Committee reportedly 
'how that a shot fired at President 
Kennedrs motorcade from the grassy 
knoll in Dallas 15 years ago landed in 
or near the presidential limousine. 

According to informed warms, 
acoustical experts hired b7 the ccm-
mitts* also fixed the velocity of the 
bullet at rifle-gbot speed of 2,200 to 
300 feet per second. and concluded 
that it ended up close to or In Keane-
Ors Lincoln. 

"It seemed to have stopped In the 
presidential limousine," one source 
said. Another source said. it would be 
more accurate to say that it appar-
ently landed In the area of the presi-
dential limousine, plus or minus 10 
feet" 

• 
With little more than a week to gm 

before its congressional mandate runs 
out, the House committee is to meet 
to secret session today to try to asses 
the reliability of the new scientific 
evidence indicating there may have 
been a conspiracy behind the presi-
dent's assassination la Dallas on Nov. 
RI. 1903. 	 • 

The Warren Commission concluded 
that only three shots, all from behind, 
all fired by 14o Harvey Oswald from 
the sixth floor of the Texas School 
Book Depository, were fired in Dealey 
Plaza se the motorcade passed 
through. 

The House Assassinations Commit-
tee was on the verge of reaching a 
similar conclusion in a 000-page final 
report on the Kennedy and King as• 
gemination' that it was preparing to 
make public to wind up its two-year, 

• OA million inquiry. 

. The chairman of the JTK agasseine 
doe inquiry. Rep. Richardson Preys 
.(DH.C.), said yesterday that the com-
mittee will probably vote to recipes 
its public hearings seat week for a 
one-day airing of the startling sew 

• 
in think the public would want to 

be able to judge it for themselves," he 
mid. 

The acoustical experts, Mark Weiss 
and Ernest Asehketiasy of Queens 
College in New 'fork City, concluded 
—from extensive tests with a Dallas 
police radio recording of the sounds 
is Dealey Plaza—that a fourth shot 
was bred from the grassy knoll. in 
front Dana to the right of the presides-
ttal motorcade. 

"It's a prima fade ease of conspir-
acy,' one well-placed source said in a 

See ASSASSINATION, AS, CoL 1 
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ASSASSINATION, Foe Al 
hens summary of what ft all means. 
nverything must now be rethought" 
Other tridents. this source said. such 
an statements of Sreuteless. 
shunted aside er enplaned away be-
fore, most now be rbezarained is a 
More sinister light 

For instance, Forrest T. Sorrels, the 
Secret Service agent In charge of the 
Dallas settee, who was riding in the 
Ind tsar, told the Warren Commirsios 

'that be thought the shots came from 
the grassy had or terms" to the 
right of the motorcade Is did Akre. 
ham Zaproder, the bystander with the 
11.taillievetar movie camera who took 
the Lemon film of the amessination. 

That was my first thought. 
homebody up is the terrace. and that 
is the reason I looked there' bevels 

;lad the Warren Conunistion to 11104. 
Acoustic expert Weiss and his col-

league told the House committee to a 
siscret briefing Monday night that 
Yee* was gin percent at greater 

probabllitY of a fourth shot from the 
grassy knoll. They were supported by 
the chief scientist for a Cambridge. 
Mass., firm. Dr. James Z. Barger of 
Bolt. Beranek & Newman. who had conducted an earlier, but less inten-
sive study of the police tape and had 
concluded that there was a MO yob 
ability. 

After Barger testified before the 
committee, to the exasperation of sev-
eral members, ouch as Rep. Harold S. 
Sawyer( Hldich.). last Sept. 11, Bolt, 
Beranek & Newman recommended 
that the committee hire Weiss "to re-
view our findinp and undertake fur-
ther independent analysis." 

The chairman of the Massachusetts 
firm, Richard H. Bolt and Weiss had 
worked closely together before. as 
members of the court-appointed panel 
that studied the UM-minute gap in 
one of former president Nixon's 
Watergate tapes and found that the 
erasures were the result of several, 
appareetly deliberate, manual opera-
deo. 

Weiss was vice president of a New 
Tork firm known for using complex 
instruments to break down a sound into its component parts for analysts. 

He is widely regarded as an expert 
io the use of techniques for reducing background noise and interference os 
sposch.rocordings to increase intelligi. 
Wily of underlying sounds. 

The recording of the sounds of the 
assassination was made when a ess 
torcyde patrolman left his  

    the °Os" 
W

ti
a
oa
s  

de

• 

luging his 
s
transmitting &

p
angel

.  

with what seemed to be amply • lot 
of motorcycle noise while the mead 
nation took took place.. 

"The Warren Commission bad this 
tape, as I recall, but to them it was 
just noise." Preyer said yesterday. "1 
don't believe they had the capability 
to do these toophisticated SilAdlesj as 
M." 

' In the four-shot sequence that Bar. 
gee bad tentatively angled out, the 
first bullet came from the Book Dr 
pottery. A second came from the de. 

twittery 1.4 second, later. 'A third 
seemed to come from the grimy Lnell 
Le seconds after that, and the final 
shot am* from the Book Depository 
Just a half-second after that 

• Wets' and his colleague, sources said, ooncentreted on the noise from the grassy knoll, the one that left Barger 
up in the sir. and performed mill more sophisticated tests, filtering out the motorcycle sounds, plotting the remaining echo patterns more pre-
eisely and determining the exact Wet Hon of the motorcycle radio that picked them up. 

The work was so elaborate that they fixed the position of the Wm bus coming around the corner and discern. 
ed what seemed to be s boxcar an nearby railroad tracks. 	• 	- 

They also concluded, "beyond a reason-
able doubt," according to several des- 
criptions, that four shots had been 
fired. and that the third ofthese came 
from the missy knoll. 

Wein and Aschkenasy mold net be  

inched for comment. but Solt Beranek 
& Newman said in a statement lag 
night that they concurred is the more 
attain findings. 

"lib therefore our view that there is a IS percent or greater likelihood that the sounds of four gunshots are present 
is the tape and that the third shot ame from the direction of the balled 

Tom" kooll Daley Plan, Dallas, 
Tel.." the Bolt, Beranek & Newmaa statement saki. 

The committee appears likely to es• 
dorm the conclusion, although several members are stilt leery. 

"This is a new science, aid I've always 
wondered whether there might be some 
flaw in it Just because it is so new." 
said one committee Democrat "Maybe 
well find a flaw at the public bearing. 
but at this point k looks like a pretty solid study." 

A bigger dispute may be touched off 
by what appears to be the committee's 
inclination to conclude that the bullet 
from the grassy knoll missed the paisb 

dent's air. This would enable the esuPI 
to bold firm to lir earlier conclusions 
and ether scientific studies stating 
firmly that the president and Texas then-
governor John B. Connally were hit be 
en bullet fired from the rear and that 
the president was killed by a subsequent 
shot to the bead, which also cone from 
behind. 

"Kennedy was not bit from the front. 
but he was shot at from the front," one 

. committee source said. "I think we've 
proved the 'single bullet' theory (that 
one bullet struck both Kennedy and Con-
nally). Ironially, we have also stab 
lished that there were two gunmen." 

Critics of the Warren Commission have contended for years that at least one of the bullets that hit the president 
came from the front The only bullets 
and bullet fragments analysed in the 
House Inquiry came from Oswald's 
rifle, but the critics remain suspicious. 
pointing out that a number of bullet fragments are inexpiably 

10 
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Panel Told of 4 shoti at Kennedy 
aaatel an. tota Tat lion 

WASHINGTON. Dec. 21= The House the everts maid that the tape coitained Select Committee on Assassinations has the noise of a fourth shot and that it sp• isceived additional evidence that tour peered to come from a grassy boa ka dots were fired at President Kennedy in Deily Pieta. 	 • Dallas IS years ago. reopening the debate Anhwei this evidence underwrites a over whether he was attacked by one or theory that Mt. Kennedy was the vietles two assasaehs. committal 8011112111 said ot a conspiracy. ft brings the COttlatittatt today. 	 • levestiptors no ckeer to determining Aa:ordlng to these sources, two New who was imbed hi the conspiracy or York acoustics experts have identified hoe it wee arranged. .  the said of a fourth reshot on a Dicta- 
belt tape recording made from the trans. 	Warren Csesedsskes Raper; missions of • police motorcycle radio to 
Dealey Plaza in Dallas on Nov. 22. 1143. In September 1164. the 1Varrei Corn- when the President was shot. 	 mission released a report concluding that The New Yost Times prepared for its tee Harvey Oswald fired three shots Aug. 10 issue an article reporting that the from  the  Taus schoolbook  Depository committee had found and analyzed such Building saves  the plass.  stung a tape. but • strike by  Pressmen Pro' Kennedy in the hack of the head, and was i vatted its publication. However. the ink. solely responsible for the assassination. de was &aributed to diem al The If a shot came from the grusy TImes's News Service. 	 which was in front ot the President's car. Pint Aaa/ysis Called moon helve 	ft would establish that two assassins were • According to the article.  the tint 	Involved. It is also clear to House Unread- 
sic by James Barger of Bolt, Beranek a Pton that If there was a second gunman. Newman Inc.. an engineering concern to it is probable that Mt. Kennedy's death Cambridge. Mass.. was inconclusive. Mr. was the result d a ocesPiracy. Berger testified at a public hearing on Robert f. Blakey. the comnatee Sept. II that he had found only a 51140 set. was quoted as saying that "it could be *chance that the tape recording carried coincidence that twar0Ple fired shots at the sound of a fourth shot. 	 President Kennedyfrom ooppppoassiite dime. 'Subsequently. the committee asked tams. but this stretches credulity.• two other acautical experts. Mark Weiss "Them always was testimony that sae and colleague into Queens College in et the four shots flred during the Mani- NEW  York. to conduct new tests. 	swim had come from the grassy knoll."' r The committee received a report last he added. "Now we have physical evi- Monday during • domed session in which deuce." 	. 	•  
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(Mesta Clippie* le Spec. 1.1..) 

TJFK test `sliCiws' 4 shors-_ 
GRAND RAMS. Mich. (UPI) — Tests cm a tape 

; recording made from the open microphone of a police 
! motorcycle revealed "beyond a resemble doubt' 
that s OM was fired from the gram knoll to Defier 
Dealer Pins when John P. Kennedy war killed, a 

• Hoses Meassinadons Committee member said 
Wednesday. 

hi Washington. the penal mat in MOM?! seed= 
but emu word it would not comment on the remarks 
made by Rap. Harold Sawyer. Lidich. MR committee 
had considered the taps earlier and bawd testimony 
*IL 

Mind bow the information differed from that 
previously explored by the committee. Sawyer mid. 
'Them are new. They are based to large pert on the 
raw materiel the others were. Them are refinements. 
These are extensions and refinements.. . 

"Ws were just really serdng to on a final report 
when we had this very disturbing evidence present-
ed; Sawyer said 

The shot from the knoll would be to addition to 
three that the Warren Commission concluded Ire 
Harvey Oswald fired from the Tens School Book 
Depository sacs the plate 

Government investigators have mid all previous 
evidence hulk:sties Oswald wee the lone gunman 
responsible for the Kennedy Ming 1.1 years ago in 
OalLa 

M a Grand Rapids radio debate. Sawyer said the 
tape analysis reaching the penal in Washington eerly 

this week "poems a kind at Utb-hour problem." 

The committee officially ends its 3-yesr. SS mil-
lion investiptions into the Kennedy and Martin 
Lather King semednations on Dec. SL 

The tape tem. Sawyer said. was "absolutely at 
=CO with an of the evidence developed up to now" 
and provided support for suspicion of an assessina-
tion coarpiracy. 

"They (the experts) my. as a result of their stted- 

hsi 	Is a 9510ra:it-plus probability that the 

Date: 12/21/78 
Editimm 

ibidicste pees, nem of 
sewspeper. city sod state., 

"The Dallas 
Morning News" 

__Dallas, Texas 
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thiasbcaof a series of four sbots was fired from tbs. 
-- groovy twit" be add. 	 .....—  

I 	He said more than one person would have had to vt  he involved in the assassination U. in fact, a shot was fired from the grassy knoll." Be said the analysis Oldies "strong evidence, if not overwhelming. al a canspiracy." 
Despite the new development. Sawyer said be dose not expect committee members to ask the bottle 

t

So extend the life of the panel beyond the end of this per. 
, "I honestly cannot say at this time what the cam-minas is going to do." he said "The evidence poses a severe problem." 

The congreessesah said the committee already has -t ataxiediumeining a 400.page draft of its final report ;and now would have to rework it. •••■••••■••• 
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*ley here "le percent"  proof low shots 

• Act:mend -experts mid Tharedey 

*ha arm minieg lbw. NM 	- . 

	

&Ili 	 - .4 41.1264+;  

Bred at President %ha F. Ken-

fAsedy the %Om was seemeinsted and 

that the third teat 'came 'from the 

!xm knoll. and not from ms Time 

Book &vomitory. - . . - 

The evidence was developed -Isy ; 

College 'professors Mart IL-

Ernest Aschkensegingu.  

Se incordink of the_shots picked iqo 

officses mike ffov42.2261. 

* weesump 	by experts at the firm 

:011 Bolt. Beranek and Newman. of 

ICambridgt. Mem 
	

, 

The evidence provided the'  House 

Commtnee with star . 

new information and threw as 

*anal days into chaos. The panel le to 

Dec. 11/.• -  - 
rues aides said an emergency 

session is scheduled Dec. 3. and 

' 

	

	 acoustics marts will be called to 

the newjnfonastino...,... 

Tae new _eyidence.  mews to die 

icalr■Ogs 	•■■ a•-• • -a' "44.0=0. 
IpOit the Warren Cowniasion 

hip. which saki Lee Harvey Oswald 

el
, Wow In killing Kennedy and 

}here were three shots. The evi-

Moo lead.'  More credence 

about de witnesses. ic•I •.1  
Tinselly 4pored by the Warren 

Cassaba*. 12 1%3. the witnesses mid 

bad reason to believe ow or more 

shoes cane fres the laid! area to the 

right And *out of the presidential 

motorcade oe 	Street • 

Zama mission settled laultnela - 

Ties of about 3e witnesses who said they •. 

the*. lisitote" 	 elsols 

• Texas School Book Depositary. 

The neer audio is4x1 

	

. 	at. the .comattteeh Neff. 

Xl
hired 'the Bolt Bra. It MOO 0011. 

with as acoustical eady not yot 
preeesited no chs committee end .* 

doesn't correlme with annespei sod Ma 

	

01 	 . 

The staff has not shown committee 

"lbea

bens 

 
.bediefre:rd

a:rtici;nwiltawnrePciirtterujg .°2°Y 
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Pellicano, of Chicago, mid a motor-

. cycle microphone that supposedly 

recorded OA shot impulses was two 
miles away at Stemmas Freeway and 

jischnerial Boulevard and therefore out 

of acoustical range The Cambridge 

reportplaced its unidentified =WM-
cis In Dailey Rua as pert of the motor-

cade. 

Pellicatto had rushed hii report by 

plane In time for presentation to the 

committee this week - re requested by 

aietneasetabes - but was told-Thaw. 

. day It may not be shown to the commis- 

• ., .; , 77.'77 • 	aroma  
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a""alirDec at the emergency 

Autopsy photographs show the beck 

of Kennedy's head was intact, which * 

Incongruent with a shot from the 

grassy knoll striking his head in the 

	

right front. 	 • 

The government phOtoe, ticavenf: 
nonflict with statements by most of the 

nedy at Parkland Memorial 
medical staff members 'utensil:oils= 

They claim a large portion of the beck 

of his bead was blown away. -.ft... 
Jirl& °a P160149 

(indicate page, same of 
aewspapw, city and state.) 
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potern wended wtd3e riding is Kessnedre 

has add he does not believe Clonally was 
by a ballet that first struck all 'reddest, as the 

*Adroit Comminioe coadeded. • • ' '',' • '' •• •' • lt " 
t,-1.  !haw add the ballet that bit 4sniM"--jm. 	614; eat 
ot with the appearance of the ballet that we 

as the gonraor's stretcher,"„iehich bad only 
two of id grains Mang . . y - * • ". :- 

• The singleirallie theory also has bees.  Earned by 
slats highway pads= guarding Comers hoe* 

pm rvon and by the supervisor of the operating rags 
Parkland. lath have said they bandied metallic 

purportedly mime from Connally% wands 
md the fragments farexceeded the twograins aisp• 

aiming fros the bona .. . 	." • 	. 
Neither the patrolman, Charles W. Harbison, aar 
nurse, Audrey N. Dell, were called in testify before 
Warns Caulni= or before the Bosse Astatai• 

Latmscosus doff. 

• ; The new Radio teportle contentim that the third 
tour shod aime from the knoll does not correlate 

the short forward movement al Kennedy's heed 
then the sioleit backward nap shots in as 

. . - ---,. ‘.../..1.- 
qab 	 - Zepreder iils, voted .' ansaninsion 

reasrd'er David & Lifson sidif. -. --• t, ..0..rr 

ina mama fibs ndiCIAWIall fret hit cam '  
behind, lashing Kannedre heed forward 

kitightly before a second dm from the right front 
*soh revereed the heed movement to the rear. LiS• tiwttr:ed first and the dace from behind closely 

" 	it, be aid. -A. N `; \ . --.%:- A .. 

MOW Cambridge firm has the knoll did 

• . 	Lift= said he is:suspicion that there is ealy one 
from the knoll"  because Perldand doctors poor-

cansidered the wound as the front of the neck as 
=trams 	 • 
In the investigation, the comattnee'and1 some. 

reduced the number of witnesses an the knoll 
de to seven, and they did not Mende Gordon L 

of Della. Int August, Arnold add a man Men. 
himself ss a Seas Service agent disowned 

from walking behind a wooden fence atop the 
Wnoll shortly before the shooting darted. 

• The fence, in light of the new acoustical evidence, 
being reconsidered as a possible second sniper's 

IN& .,.. 	. 	- 

tl ii  
, - 	 . 	• . .• 

*10-11441.14,16411211fr  imed tress peoe111._ 	 - 	 • 	 •••11111,41AN 1,80 showed Arnold liscrer=lar 
Otbur  ccinions a Panama 1,Pos1d 	 nen eredentials bed to be an =poster because reports three nos were fired. Dr. Robert thair, the sir-  fbawas now a,  the 2, agents hi Dann were on toot in 

who operated on Odr. Sohn Connallf,  tbus bailey Plan immediately before or after the than 

• 

lit, wigs *iota 	whise-ei:Ilsoce, be 
obsilenged the man's aelhority.The mad %bowed me 
a hedge and add he was with the Secret Service mid 
that he didn't went anybody er there,"  Amid 

Snoods after Arnold 'wrested In the frost elf the 
Senaggh atom On knoll, be add be 'leer the fliet 
dice come from behind hist, malachite areakte 
dinader. 

• al lied jest gotten out If bade traintne 'Irma 
said. 'in my Mad, live amauntios was being fired. It 
was being fired over my beet And I lit the dirt; ,!;.• 

. Aille01111 AND at fort kw other people, 
two Dallas policemen who ran up neer the 

shortly after the shooting, add they 
who either showed identification as Secret Ser. 

vice agents or add they were agentm : 	• 
Amateur photographer Zaproder, who would have 

been standing a few testo the left al Arnold on a 
pergola, at *It add he thought one that c̀ede from 
in beck of am"  He add he could not be positive, . 
howevdr, become "there wn too much reverberation. 
There was an echo which gave me a sound all over."  

Sam Holland, railroad signal supervisor for the 
Union Terminal, mid he was standing on the overpies 
above Elm Street when be heard a shot and sew "a 
puffmoke"  .come from theassof the wooden 

"I definitely sew the puff of mob and hard the 
from under these trees,"  Holland add. 

NOLLAND MID be immediately ran behind 
when he spotted a station wagon with and 

bumper "as if someone had cleaned his toot, or 
stood up on the-bumper to see over the fast"  

Between the station wagon and the fence, Solland.  
sew "a spot, I'd say 3 foot by 2 foot ... like somebody 
hid been standing there for a long period. I pee if you could count them, (there were) shoat leo soot 
tracks in that little spot and also and nip on thi 
bumper al that station wagon.'  • • 	- 

The Rouse Asnaginations 'Committee,  without 
explanation, eliminated Holiest from the more than 
60 Wrangel', along with 10 other railroad employees 
on the overpass who either heard shots coming frost

-  the knoll or saw smoke in the arm ...• t 	, • I 
. Among the seven witnesses the committee credit. 

ad, two were on the knoll and probably were Mr. and 
Yrs. William Newman. They were standing directly In 
Iron of the concrete wall of the pergola on the knoll 
and sear the curb adjacent to the presidential 
limousine. - 

1N AN AFFIDAVI.  filed with &I she T 	 riffs 	depert- 
meta the day of the asseennation, Newman said he 
was looking directly at Kennedy when the president 
was "hit in the side of the heed.*  • • 

Vs- 	• . 	L 	'fel. • 	••••■••••••. 
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Yebruary 5, 1979 

Bonorable Louis Stokes 
„Chairman 
()Select Committee 	Assassinat/ons__, 

U.S. Souse of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

IrP31X44 0017:12E.T.:: 

During my testimony before your Committee on December 11, 1975, Congressman Christopher Dodd raised with me the issue of the constitutionality of the capital punishment provisions of the Presidential Assassination 
Statute, and asked me to respond at a future time 
regarding this issue. 

have reflected upon this matter, and it is 
opinion that it would not be appropriate for the Dirac 
of the PSI to comment upon the constitutionality of a 
ticular statute. This issue would be more appropriate 
addressed by the Department of Justice. 

I would like, however, to refer you to a recent 
case that deals with the death penalty provisions of 
Title 15, United States Code, Section 1111. That case is United States v. Kaiser, S45 ?.2d 467 (5th Cir. 1977). 
In that case, the Pifih Circuit ruled that the death 
penalty provisions of the statute are unconstitutional. 

in youriinquiry. 

I hope this will be of some assisl 

di 	 Sincerely 	a if 
... 

tdr`114• REC-53 

D.. AD AL. _ 
Dep. AD km —  / 41  tr  
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: Mr. McDermott 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION • 

1 - Mr. Herndon 

DATE: 06/79 

1 - Mr. Kelly 
1- Mr. Richards FROM : 

Reference Legal Counsel to Director memorandum dated 1/12/79. 

PURPOSE 

To advise the Director regarding the Laboratory's capability in the field of 
digital image enhancement, and relate feasibility and costs concerning the analysis 
of the Charles L. Bronson film utilizing non-Bureau facilities and consultants. 

17-111. 	a2- //1 7  .-- '' j 	/VC? 
The Laboratory has a video digitizer for use with the Digital Equipment 

Corporation (DEC) computers utilized by the Laboratory. This system was obtained 
for preliminary research and study into the applications of image processing on 
forensic evidence. It is anticipated the system hardware will be fully functional by 

(late February, 1979, with at least two years scheduled for initial software conversion, 
experimentation and application studies. However, the Laboratory is capable of 
conducting limited rudimentary digital experiments with the equipment that is presently 
operational and can perform a number of photographic studies. It must be noted that 

Ithe Laboratory's digital system is experimental and designed for low-Tiro-Mt/tar mew-
time operation, as opposed to the high-resolution examinations conducted.in the 
earlier 'assassination studies. 	

2 	the 1979 

For the Laboratory to adequately conduct high-resolution studies on thean"1".  

Bronson film, which consists of approximately 90 frames of color 8-millimeter film, 
it is estimated that 2 or 3outside facilities and at least 3 consultants, as suggested 
by the HSCA would be necessary. Outside facilities are required for quality film 
reproductEn, high-resolution digitizing and computer analysis. In addition, the 
services of at least one full-time and one part-time Special Agent would be required. 
Based oCIIiiiited unofficial inquOtes, it is estimated the cost of this study would be 
approxitna 

.

_l  y $50,00 

0. :;* 

..-. 

C' 	- * Enc. /. 	1  :C 	:'' ,,-.  
1 - Mr. Adams 

tf, Mr. McDermott 
- Mr. Mintz 

Mr. Cochran . 
BPH/GBRi4en (8) 

itoi U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan Fel/ 00J 

DETAILS 



Memorandum from B. P. Herndon to Mr. McDermott 
Re: 	HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS 

(HSCA) 

The results of the study could range from a no conclusion (high probability) 
to a definite conclusion that 2 individuals appear in the questioned book depository 
window (low probability), substantiating the conspiracy theory. 

IThe only obvious benefit to the FBI as perceived by the Laboratory is the 
experience and analytical knowledge gained that can be directly applied to the Bureau's 
own image processing efforts. Enclosed for background information is a report 
entitled "JOHN F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION FILM ANALYSIS," conducted by 
Francis Corbett, Itek Corporation, Lexington, Massachusetts. It should be noted 
that the photographs of this enclosure are reproductions and, therefore, are of 
limited quality. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

(1) In view of our limited capability in the field of digital image enhancement 
and the fact that FBI conclusions could be considered self- serving by many assassina-
tion buffs, it is recommended that should the Department agree to examine the Bronson 
film, it should be contracted to outside experts by the Department. 

(2) If the Department agrees to such an examination, that an FBI Laboratory 
expert be permitted to serve as an observer on behalf of the Departnient and Bureau 
to further enhance the Laboratory's capability in digital image enhancement. 
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JOHN F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION FILM ANALYSIS 

Francis Corbett 
Itek Corporation 
10 Maguire Road 

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173 

Abstract 

Itek recently conducted a detailed evaluation of the major 8-millimeter movie films of the 1. F. Kennedy assassination. Questions 

were addressed based on their relevance to controversies or uncertainties that have been raised over the years (by other studies of the 

films) concerning the assassination. This led to many analyses of the films and required various analytical techniques. A detailed analysis 

of the Hughes film was performed. This film shows the Texas School Book Depository ITSBD) building windows and the Presidential 

limousine just before the first shots were fired. Photo-optical, mensuration, and stereophotogrammetric analyses of both the Hughes and • 

Zapruder films were also performed. This technical analysis resulted in both new information on the imagery of the films, and the 

establishment of reasonably certain explanations of the phenomena observed on the films. 

Objective 

It is the objective of this paper to describe the techniques of image analysis used In the Zapruder and Hughes films, and to show 

the results achieved with them. 

Image Analysis Methods and Techniques 

1. Digital Image Enhancement 

An 8-millimeter movie (Hughes) of the TSBD windows was analyzed by three basic methods: (I) inverse Fourier transform filter-

ing to sharpen the imagery. (21 multiple-tame integration to improve the signal-to-noise, and (3) binary quantization to eliminate gray 

levels in the finished product in order to obsen•e more clearly an object of interest in the sixth-floor corner window of the building. 

The intent of the total enhancement prntess was to make this object and its motion more detectable. The inverse Fourier transform 

filtering used a Wiener filter of the form 

exp(—N2 r202 ) 

lexp(-N=r2 o2 )1 2  + (noise)2  

Figures 1 and 2 show the results. These techniques were also applied to the Lapruder film for edge enhancement. 

2. Stereophotogrammetry 

The graphical and analytic techniques of stereophotogrammetric measurement were (1) applied to the Hughes film to generate 

ordinal depth plots of objects of interest in the TSBD windows. (2) applied to the Zapruder film to generate depth profiles of occu-

pants of the Presidential limousine for a bullet trajectory study and for perspective corrections, and (3) applied to objects on the 

"grassy knoll" to determine relative depths and to assist in object identification. 

By applying the basic equation of photogrammetry 

h' = hep 

where h' - distance from camera to object 

b - distance between cameras 

f • focal length 
p 	X or stereoscopic parallax 

relative depths of objects of interest were determined from both parallax measurements made on an STK-I stereocomparator, and by 

use of corrective graphical techniques from "ground truth" data. 

Figure 3 shows the results of anal) 	performed on the Hughes film of the TSLI1) windows. 

°Author's note: This paper u slit-stut  in anuom to  cane reecntly puhltdieJ 	SP11- or the pa.eudinp of a recent seminar (Optics in Law Enforcement. Reston, 

Virginia, April 1977). The data is derived twin tlit ,.one aurae. hot the obiettne• lot the two papers are slightly different. 



Fig. 1. Digitally enhali0:d I Itighesw indow 1111.1.;in, I its figure shows computer-processed images of four windows 

in the Texas School Book Depositor). The original Idui NJ:" an is-mm, Sh-frame sequence taken by Robert Hughes 

about 7 seconds before the first shot. In each picture here. 22 frames base been integrated and sharpened using 

digital processing te,:liniques I .t...11 successise picture ,ontains a different integration so that the lull sequence is 

displayed in this composite IA her dewed 	a 111. Wt. IC. ills 	 show. motion of three men krown to he in 

the v,injosss on the tom 	 motion of .0: ohs, t ni ilic comer  sisth  iloor %%ludo,* 

Fit.:. This flew shoss...miputer-prixessed unary. of the sisth-11oor ,1 .1 Ilk': window of the Texas School Book 

Depositor). The original 	were taken 	K1)1`1.11 I high:. 	7 s, 	before the first shot. The Presi- 

,:ential limousine during this .equcnce is approaching and turniiii: the corner beneath the building. Each photo here 

is a :omposite of :2 sh.:rpene.: trams, %Oki) were then binarii,d This result is generated using digital image 

processing techniques. This ,,,i,.ence shows the window tram the beginning to the end of the original 8-mm movie 

sequence. An object in the st:i.d•Aw changes shape diaing this wiiLem.e. %hen viewed as a movie the object appears 

to move from the ede,.  tossai .1 the middle of the windiim. 



Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the most significant application of stereo measurement performed during the study. The multi show 

that the relative location of President Kennedy and Governor Connally in the limousine were determined and then related to a possible 

bullet trajectory from the TSBD sixth-floor corner window. 

3. 	Photointereretation 

Photointerpretation (by both static and dynamic (movie) methods) was used throughout the program, primarily for three purposes: 

(I) to determine what actions or phenomena in the films should be subjected to quantitative evaluation, (2) used on the Zapruder film 

to assess movements of Governor Connally near the time of the President's first wound and to judge their significance, and (3) used to 

qualify the movements of President and Mrs. Kennedy prior to and just after infliction of the fatal wound at Zapruder film frame 313. 

The results of part 2 of this interpretation are depicted in Figure 7, and are summarized at the end of the paper. 

4. Precision Photographic Processing, Spectral Enhancement, and Coherent Spatial Filtering  

The objectives of each of these techniques respectively were to produce high-quality, controlled-gamma copies of the Hughes and 

Zapruder movie frames for digital and photo-optical analyses, green and red record separation duplicates, spectrally enhanced high 

gamma copies of Zapruder frame 313 for definition of particulate matter, and coherent spatial filtering for edge enhancement of par-

ticles shown in Zapruder frame 313. 

Figure 8 shows a result of the spectral color separation enhancement. The purpose here was to produce a sharp delineation of the 

particles in frame 313 in order to perform more accurate mensuration for a momentum transfer analysis of the President's movements. 

5. Digital Plotting From Mensuration Data, and Photo-Optical Change Detection Including Integrated Enhancements 

A result of the mensuration and plotting from a composite of two overlaid Hughes frames is shown in Figure 9. Here motion or 

shape change of an object in the sixth-floor corner window of the TSBD is shown. Motion of this object was also found by "blink 

detection". Two frames, one near the beginning  and one at the end of the Hughes sequence, are aligned on a screen. By shuttering 

back and forth between the two, differences become well defined. The result is described in Figure 10. 

Photo-optically integrated images of the TSBD windows of interest were also generated. An improvement in signal-to-noise of the 

image was produced from this process. The integrated enhancements were made by combining three frames from the movie sequence 

on an Bee integrating printer. 

Results of the overlaying of outline digital plots from the lapruder film are shown in Figures 11 and 12. The purpose here was 

to assess the President's motions at the time of the fatal shot (frame 313) on the Zapruder film. 

6. Mensuration 

Precision measurements were made primarily from the Zapruder film using a Mann 880 comparator. The goals and objectives of 

this work were: (I) to produce calculations of the velocity, accelerations, and forces President and Mrs. Kennedy were subjected to, 

(2) detection of unusual movements of the President. (3) comparison of the President's reaction to a wound and Governor Connally's 

movements (see Figure 7), (4) perspective corrections, by least squares fitting, which were applied to residual motion calculations, and 

(5) a heuristic hypothesis that Mn.s Kennedy caused JFK's backward motion. 

The end result of the mensuration efforts performed on the Zapruder frames that depict the fatal shot and reactions to it was to 

find the cause of the President's backward motion that takes place immediately after the fatal shot. 

The result of the calculations of the residual motion is shown in Figure 13. Zapruder frame 312 (Figure 14) is the reference 

wordinate frame for Figure 13. This data on the residual motions of the President and Mrs. Kennedy was the basis for analysis of 

the forces involved here, which ultimately led to the hypothesis to explain these motions. 

From the force analysis, accelerations of JFK and Mrs. Kennedy were computed from perspective-corrected mensuration data and 

residual motions were evaluated by application of Newton's law: 

F - 
kd (my) 

dt 

tesults showed Mrs. Kennedy was subjected to a significantly greater force than JFK as he reversed direction. From an impulse analysis 

f 12 

t i  

F di = 

he was shown to have the 	 chata,tensii‘s throughout the collision interaction between her and JFK. 

Figure 15 shows the quantitative r:Nalt of this force analysis. 
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Two windows nearest the southeast corner are depicted with annotations 

that describe the points measured in the stereo analysis. Ordinal graphs 

produced from this analysis showed points 19. 29, and 39 to be at the 

plane of the window. 

Fig. 3. Stereo a 	- t∎ t Tes.:- S,11.‘01 Itook DCPCIll Or■ sixth-tlaor windows 

Fig. 4. Zaprudcr frames I h+4 and IS+. These two frames produced a clear s'..eo view of the car and 

occupants just prior to passim: hdinA the Stemmuns Freeway sign. MCIMurc :ri..nts were made from the 

stereo pair and others) 1, 1 determine the relative locations of JFK and Governor Connally in the car. 

This stereo pair can be stewed quite comIurt4hly without the aid of a stereoscope. The three-

dimensional effect is visid. The measurements showed Governor Connally further recessed into the 

Cif than WK. 



1. Front corner of front window 
2. Rear corner of front window 
3. Front corner of center window 
4. Rear corner of center window 
S. Rise in edge of car 

55. Edge of car at handle 
6. Right side edge of jacket and shirt near JFK's neck 
7. Left side edge of jacket and shirt near JFK's neck 
8. Connally's eye 
9. Back of Connally's head 

10. Connally's nose 
11. Farthest Secret Service man's handle 
12. Farthest Secret Service handle 
14. Farthest corner of top of windshield 
15. JFK's elbow 
16. Edge of top of rear bumper 

17. Bottom edge of bumper 
18. Corner of Secret Service nearest handle 
19. Other side of nearest handle 
20. Corner of windshield (top front) 
21. Edge of car at light (driver's side) 
22. JFK's left ear 
23. JFK's left eye 
28. Connally's hairline 
29. Between Connally's eyes 
30. Top front corner of center window 
31. Light (left side) 
32. Light (right side) 

Fig. 5. Depth Profiles. A tracing made from frame 183 shows the points used to produce the stereo depth profiles 
of the car and occupants. The relator depths of Ilk and Governor Connally were determined using the graphical 
data and data on the car. 

• The approximate locations of 11;K and Governor Connally at about Zapruder frame 186 are shown in the figure. 
• A possible bullet flight path as Nilo% ti for the period of time immediately following. 
• 8 a 11.50  = angle between car longitudinal axis and TSBI) sixth-floor corner window. 
• x = 6.4 2.2 inches, derived from sicreophotogrammetnc data. 

Fig. 	 -rvier scale drawing of the Presidential limousine. 
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Fig. 11,. Zapruder frame 313. Trajectones of ejected particulate matter found on frames 313 and 314. 
Plotting of the trajectories allowed for more accurate momentum transfer calculations. 
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Fig. 12. Relative positions of JFK for three two-frame compansons. (a) Frames 308-312: a light drift forward. (b) Frames 

312.313: with the particles from 313 ic) !James 312.310 in 310 his head has returned to just behind the 312 position. 
Frame 312 in each is represented b) the ..••. .re pattern. 
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Car reference points are shown. Key body locations for key 7apruder (rams 

are annotated on the diagram. Point 9, at tilt. ha,:k of JFK's (wad. shows a 

slight reversal from frames 313-314. Point 11. his shoulder, reverses at about 

frame 315. Point 19, Mrs. Kennedy's left shoulder. reverses at frames 311-312, 

313-314, and 315-316. Her right elbow reveres at frames 313-314. 

Fig. 13. Plot of motion residuals of JFK and MIN. Kennedy 

from frames 308-320. 
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Fig. 14. Zapruder trance 313. Ths frame was significantly sharper than the surrounding frames. 



Summary of the Results and Conclusions 

image analysis methods applied to the Zapruder and Hughes films produced the following results. 

Motion of an object or person was detected in the sixth-floor corner window of the Testis School Book Depository. 

Identification of this object was not possible despite enhancement techniques applied to the imagery. No other motions or evi-

dence indicating the presence of another personts) in other sixth-floor windows visible in the Hughes film were found. 

No evidence could be found that would indicate that President Kennedy was struck before the Stemmon's Freeway sips blocked 

Zapruder's view. 

President Kennedy was first wounded most probably after frame 212 and before frame 223. 

The positions of President Kennedy and Governor Connally in the ear at about 1-3/4 seconds before (i.e., frame 186 vicinity) 

President Kennedy was struck by a bullet ti.e., frame 218 vicinity) and the locations of their wounds are consistent with the 

hypothesis that both were struck by a single bullet traveling on a trajectory from the sixth-floor corner window of the Texas 

School Book Depositor). 

Governor Connally begins a rapid and seemingly involuntary change in physical appearance at about Zapruder frame 225. Part of 

this change (hand and arm movementi is similar to President Kennedy's voluntary reaction (hand and arm movement) to a wound, 

first observed at frame 224. Governor t'onnally's hand movement lap behind President Kennedy's by about two frames, or about 

1/9 of a second. 

All malor particles ejected from the President's head at frame 313 travel in a forward direction and his head moves forward about 

2.3 inches between frames 312 and 313, under the impact of the blow. 

The motions of Mrs. Kennedy and the President immediately after frame 313 indicate that Mrs. Kennedy contributed to or caused 

the backward motion of the President after frame 313. 

No evidence of gunmen purported to be either on the grassy knoll or behind the stockade fence was found. 
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